
NWO Operation Manual „Covid-19 Pandemic“ 
 

This is a highly compressed summary of the so-called "Corona or Covid-19 pandemic". Only the most essential core elements are 

presented and explained in bullet points, sufficient to provide a basis for independent further research. 

 

Real Pandemic VS Staged Pandemic 

Covid And The 16-Step Plan To Create A Totalitarian New World Order (NWO) 

„Psychological Warfare (Manipulation Through Lies And Deception) 

Psychological Insights And Methods Of The Perpetrators: 

Psychological Reactions Of The People: 

NWO Agenda In Detail 

Who Is Behind All This And Why? 

RESISTANCE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Real Pandemic Staged Pandemic 
Breaks out spontaneously, without announcement, to 
everyone's surprise. No suspicious whispers behind held 
hands in power circles many months before the outbreak. 

Follows in the wake of large-scale exercises such as 
'Clade X'' 'Event201' and 'Coronat Mask 18' which 
simulated a pandemic outbreak exactly as it is now 
allegedly happening in real life. Just as announced in 
documents like 'Operation Lockstep (lockstep)'.  

Everyone knows people who are seriously ill from their 
immediate environment/family/neighborhood. 

Cases of illness with symptoms are mostly known from 
media, internet postings and third-party accounts.  

Doctors' offices and hospitals all over the country are 
overcrowded. Doctors in constant deployment.  

Hundreds of thousands of doctors and nurses on short 
time. Vacancies in hospitals. Intensive care unit bed 
capacities reduced. Increased anxiety patients in 
medical practices. Pharmacies and morticians go 
bankrupt. 

Virus is particularly deadly. Recovery probability of 99.97% (identical to any other 
common flu) according to Stanford University. 

There are very very many dead.  Unchanged mortality compared to previous years.  

The disease has symptoms obvious to everyone. Need to test to know if someone is "sick". 

The disease has individual characteristics that clearly 
distinguish it from other diseases. 

Supposedly new disease is virtually indistinguishable 
from existing (because merely a renaming has 
occurred). 

Politicians and doctors do everything to calm people down.  Politicians do everything to spread panic and intimidate 
people.  

Politicians do everything to keep the economy going 
anyway. Even in times of the plague, the economy was not 
shut down.  

The economy is deliberately stifled. Entire industries are 
being destroyed. Wealth is distributed from the bottom to 
the top. Middle class is systematically abolished. 

Facts are sincerely sought and any help in need is 
gratefully accepted. 

Renowned scientists are systematically ignored, 
censored and even publicly ridiculed in the media.  

There are no organized profiteers.  Billions in profits through prepared agreements.  

A quick end and a timely, appropriate all-clear is sought 
according to clear guidelines/policies.  

Allegedly constantly changing findings. Repeatedly 
adjusted guideline values and always new regulations 
prolong the pandemic, lockdowns and measures 
artificially again and again.  

People are afraid to die and try everything to protect 
themselves, with politicians educating on unnecessary 
overreaction.  

People are more afraid of punishment. Measures are 
enforced by social pressure, police violence, and huge 
fines that keep going up.  

People are struggling to cope with a humanitarian disaster. People fight over toilet paper. 

Disaster scenes are numerous from all parts of the world 
and various localities.  

Repeatedly, the same few scenes are shown again and 
again in the media. Under partly different name. Like a 
handful of hospital departments from New York City and 
Italy.  

Daily personal experience provides ample, unequivocal 
evidence of pandemic reality.  

Only by high fines enforced mask obligation indicates a 
state of emergency. Without a mask, there would be no 
indication of a dangerous situation.  

Pandemic is collective, physical objective reality.  Pandemic is product of linguistic definition and error-
prone or manipulative test procedures (PCR test) and 
exists only in abstract numerical space.  

 
 

 

Conclusion: A real pandemic is factually not taking place. The government is the largest producer of fake news. The mask 

requirement serves solely to maintain the false belief in a real pandemic. It is perfidious psychological warfare against the 

population. It is escalated and expanded in stages (Overton window). Test stations, mandatory tests, vaccination centers, 

internment camps for "quarantine offenders", mandatory vaccination for everyone! The army is deployed domestically in violation 

of the Law. Introduction first under the sneaky pretext of 'administrative assistance' to accustom the population to the presence. 

The medicine dictatorship brings its infrastructure by means of deception step by step into position. It is not about health it is a 

national as well as global power grab by means of a large-scale constructed medical pretext. Theoretical computer models, 

manipulative testing (PCR testing), downgraded pandemic definition (WHO), artificial ICU bed shortages, financial incentives (IMF) 

for CovID diagnosis, and false reporting in the controlled media. It doesn't take a virus it just takes fear of a virus! The swine flu 

vaccine (2009) resulted in severe neurological damage and millions of dollars in lawsuits. Under no circumstances get vaccinated 

because of "CovID"! Especially please not children. That would be a grave mistake. The new mRNA vaccines cause autoimmune 

diseases and literally mutate people into GMO (Genetically Modified Organisms), which has far-reaching negative consequences. 

The media is purposefully using fear and scare tactics, there is no fact-based reason to be afraid. We are being lied to and 

manipulated into an artificial hysteria to accept laws that violate human rights. Do your own research. Discover truth. Overcome 

Stockholm syndrome. Put down muzzles. Ignore lockdowns. Open for business. Practice civil disobedience and collectively reject 

criminal government orders. Adapt and emerge stronger from crisis. Hold those responsible accountable. For a normality worth 

living for. NO to the pandemic hoax! NO to medical dictatorship! RESIST! 



Covid And The 16-Step Plan To Create A Totalitarian New World Order (NWO) 
 

If you know the agenda of the system, you understand what is happening in the world, because certain steps must take place in 

order for the goal of the agenda to be achieved. If these then happen exactly as needed for the agenda, one knows that they 

cannot be the result of random developments and that the official reasons must be contrived. There are always variations, but 

basically the agenda is planned as follows:  

1. Create problem (problem-response solution): As a baseline, a seasonal flu (referred to as CovID-19) with very common 

symptoms that is easily treated and has a 99.7% cure rate. Like any flu, it can be critical for people with weak immune systems or 

serious health problems, or old age.  

2. Artificially create cases: Use manipulative hypersensitive PCR testing method to massively exaggerate number of "positive 

cases" or "infections" in healthy people with no symptoms who cannot spread infection. 

3. Fear terror: Caused by media. Daily reports of every death of someone "with" CovID (test result) as death "from" CovID. 

Manipulative presentation of regular annual death numbers as unprecedented catastrophe. Bribing scientists with grants and 

doctors with bonuses for supporting testing and vaccination. 

4. Lockdowns: These will be extended again and again, it will never end. Lockdowns cause severe damage. Doctor visits plummet, 

people avoid needed medical care, therefore less cancer screening, skipped cancer treatments, less prevention against 

cardiovascular disease, drastic increase in suicide rates, substance abuse, relationship drama, and child abuse. Isolation, 

paternalism, threats, lead to severe emotional and psychological damage to the social being human. All of this is known and 

intended by the system to weaken resistance.  

5. Mask enforcement: This creates permanent fear through an illusion of danger. In reality, fabric masks are completely ineffective 

against viruses. Masks cause oxygen deficiency, Co2 rebreathing, fungal infection, fatigue, panic, lack of concentration, heart 

palpitations, shortness of breath to respiratory failure. To weaken people. 

6. Contact tracking (tracking): Normalize monitoring. To make people accept that all their personal movements and contacts 

with people are tracked, recorded and analyzed. 24/7. Companies will use smartphone apps to track whether people have CovID-

19 vaccination or negative test results. If not, access to the building or event will not be granted. 

7. Movement restriction: Travel between countries, states, cities is increasingly limited. Mandatory masks, immunization records, 

forced apps, federal checkpoints. Then leaving home will only be possible with permission. 

8. Health passport ID: First cards then apps for smartphones as biometric identity cards to monitor and control freedom of 

movement and access to education, labor market and services. This will become a global digital identity system that can be used 

compulsorily everywhere. 

9. 5G networks: These collect huge amounts of personal data from smartphones and all internet-connected devices to enable 

tracking. 5G (60 gigahertz) massively increases the amount of high-frequency microwave radiation, which can lower blood oxygen 

levels and trigger respiratory illnesses. 5G-60GHz symptoms are defined as CovID symptoms. Tactical 5G activation can trigger 

"CovID outbreaks" anywhere needed. 

10. Medical Dictatorship: Vaccination centers are established nationwide, first voluntarily, then organized by military forces. 

Hygiene snitches simply claim it has been determined that one is part of an infection chain and must go into self-quarantine from 

now on (later one is interned in vaccination center and quarantine camp). Checkpoints are erected everywhere, which may be 

passed only with a valid vaccination certificate. Guarded by federal army. Quarantine camps for people who are forcibly taken out 

of their homes and centrally interned. Using PCR test lie and "infection chains" pretext, any opposition person can be arbitrarily 

arrested as "infected" and locked away. The medical scam version of concentration camps.  

11. Mandatory vaccinations: Will happen with 100% certainty! This is a primary NWO goal. Initially mandatory when entering 

movie theaters, gyms, theaters, stadiums, restaurants. Then claim the "virus" has mutated and is now extremely dangerous. 

Vaccine damage and deaths will be completely censored and vaccine criticism will be severely punished. More spontaneously 

occurring (completely fictitious) epidemics are propagated, supposedly much worse than CovID. Mass deaths start, not because 

of new epidemics, but because of mRNA-"vaccination" weakened immune systems, which will react extremely to the regular flu 

viruses.   

12. Military deployment: Because of completely invented extremely high "infection numbers", "dangerous mutations" and/or by 

the state staged fire or explosive attacks on vaccination centers, the illegal deployment of the armed forces on the domestic front 

will be justified.  Supermarkets under military control. Food will be rationed and distributed only to vaccination pass owners.  

13. Digital payments: Cash ban, because it allows people to buy privately and the state does not know what, where or when you 

buy something. Cashless economy leads to loss of financial privacy as all purchases are constantly monitored. Access to digital 

finance can be withdrawn by the system at any time from anyone who does not comply. The same goes for unconditional basic 

income, which will also only be given out without restriction for those who are loyal to the system.  

14. Blackout: Massive power grid damage due to staged cyber-attack. Electricity only for system-relevant infrastructure. 

Russia/Iran/China are held responsible. In truth, the globally operating NWO is responsible.  

15. Microchip implants: Switching health passport applications to more "efficient" RFID (Radio Frequency Identity) microchip 

implants that allow 24-7 constant monitoring of health, movement, contacts, and digital payments. RFID chips will completely 

eliminate people's privacy. Initially, these chips will be voluntary. However, once normalized, they will become mandatory.  

CovID = Certificate of vaccination ID.  

16. New World Order: Assimilation by A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) completed. A radically depopulated, totalitarian high-tech world 

with genetically reduced humans, permanently connected to the Internet, monitored and controlled by microchip 24/7. Biological 

machines living in a totalitarian prison. The true goal of the "Great Reset" is a high-tech dictatorship. CovID-19 is merely pretext 

and method. This development is not inevitable. Ignorance and denial endangers, knowledge and awareness protects! The future 

is not set in stone, it depends on each individual. 



„Psychological Warfare (Manipulation Through Lies And Deception) 
 

"It is easier to deceive people than to convince them that they have been deceived." - Mark Twain 

 

In this agenda, the perfected culmination of the psychology of mass manipulation is used with inhuman, serious criminal energy. 

Power-hungry and conscienceless psychopaths are often found in politics and among the "elite" and one must understand their 

nature and methods in order to protect oneself and others from them.  

-Psychopaths: They are without conscience and compassion and see human emotion as weakness and duty to exploit it for their 

own benefit. They act with feigned overconfidence. 

-Pathological Lying: They lie not merely for strategic calculation alone, not merely as a means to an end, but because they enjoy 

lying. Referred to as pseudology, the addiction to lying. For them, lying is a lifestyle, a kind of religion. They hate the truth. It is a 

spiritual rejection of truth and all those who speak the truth. They lie on a large scale which is beyond the imagination of many. 

Make the lie big, repeat it, and ultimately it will be believed. 

-Projection: They always accuse others of being and doing what they themselves are and do. By doing so, they transfer their own 

guilt onto others and thus dispose of it in their mind.  

-Victimization: This is how they manipulate the conscience of others by creating apparent moral superiority.   

-Inferiority complex and savior complex: Because of their perceived inferiority they obsessively play the Accuser. The Devil, the 

Accuser. To gain approval from individuals seen as superior to them, they stage crises in which they can act as saviors in distress. 

"Please save us from the pandemic! We'll do anything!" 

-Gaslighting: A form of psychological violence with which victims are deliberately disoriented, manipulated and deeply unsettled, 

and their sense of reality and self-awareness is gradually destroyed. In the process, perpetrators deny even obvious facts and that 

so doggedly until the counterpart doubts himself and ultimately gives up and accepts the perpetrator's version as the truth. 

-Inversion: They twist the facts. "War is peace; lies are truth; freedom is slavery; ignorance is strength." 

 

Methods Effects (goals) Methods of power and control 

1. Isolation Deprives the victim of any social support 
and ability to resist. Makes the victim 
dependent on the perpetrator. Complete 
isolation. Semi-isolation. Group isolation. 

Denies participation in recreational activities. Restricts 
contact with family and friends. Reduction of social 
interaction. Damage to victim's reputation among friends and 
family. Controls or restricts use of transportation, internet, 
and finances.  

2. Control of 
perception 

Elimination of sources of information that 
compete with information controlled by the 
perpetrator. Strict censorship in media 
and online. Restricted freedom of 
movement. Frustrates all actions 
inconsistent with following the rules. 

Blames the victim for the abuse, reinforced by media, social, 
and family reactions. Victims focus on how they "caused" the 
abuse and on their own weaknesses. Continuous 
bombardment with propaganda.  

3. Induced 
weakness and 

exhaustion 

Weakens mental and physical ability to 
resist. Causing and exploiting emotional 
and psychological wounds. Being at the 
mercy of frustration, stress, and 
overwhelm. 

Attacks on self-image (disease carriers). Restricts finances 
for food and other necessities (Caused bankruptcy). Restricts 
access to supplies of food and medicine (access first only 
with mask, then vaccination card, then microchip).  

4. Threats Cultivates anxiety and despair. Threats 
against the family. Vague threats. Peculiar 
changes in treatment. 

Threats of fines, penalties and quarantine. Threats to take 
the children away (exposure to "corona denial," "critical of 
vaccination").  

5. Occasional 
indulgence 

Provides positive motivation. Small favors. Promises that everything will return to normal if only one 
obediently complies with all demands.   

6. Demonstration of 
"omnipotence" 

Illustrates futility of resistance and 
complete control over victim's fate. 

Physical assaults (police brutality). Manipulation of the legal 
system. Abuse of state privileges.  

7. Humiliation Makes the consequences of resistance 
seem more damaging to self-esteem than 
surrender. Reduces people to the "animal 
level." Unjust punishments. Insults and 
taunts. Denial of privacy. 

Paternalism and public humiliation. Forcing participation in 
degrading or humiliating acts. Verbal abuse, belittling or 
calling names. Frequently telling the victim that he or she is 
"stupid," "ignorant," "contagious," and unlovable. 

8. Forcing petty 
demands 

Encourages habit of compliance. 
Enforcement of protocol rules. 

Punished for not following "the rules," which are rigid and 
unrealistic. These rules often govern the victim's appearance, 
household, education, punctuality, etc. Frequently changes 
"the rules." Plays mind games. 
 

Biderman's Chart of Coercion is a tool for illustrating stress manipulation and coercive methods used to subdue prisoners of war. 

It also demonstrates with obvious similarity the coercive techniques used by those responsible for the "pandemic" crisis. 

They use a "strategy of tension", covert measures to destabilize social cohesion. People are put under maximum stress in order 

to be psychologically and emotionally traumatized and thus broken and made docile. The "pandemic" illusion is only the constructed 

pretext used so that the methods can be applied to achieve the goal of installing the NWO. This seizure of power is a psychological 

shock&fear blitzkrieg executed with scientific methodology, so sudden and fast that the population cannot act rationally (frontal 

cortex) but reacts instinctively and collectively (reptilian brain/R-complex).  

 



Psychological Insights And Methods Of The Perpetrators: 
 

1. Overton window: Describes the slow gradual change of the present state. What was once unthinkable becomes the new 

accepted state through slow change. A gradual transformation of society.  

2. Artificial hysteria: Most people do not know e.g. the regular annual death figures. Suddenly the media reports about it as if it 

were an unprecedented catastrophe, although nothing extraordinary happens.  

3. Operant conditioning: Experiment of B.F. Skinner, where rats learned to repeat behavior with positive consequences (getting 

food), and to avoid negative consequences (electrocution). Called 'learning from success': 

4. Milgram Experiment: Many people are willing, against their conscience, to commit crimes against other people when ordered 

to do so by authority figures.  

5. Ash Conformity Principle: Peer pressure can influence someone to evaluate a clearly false statement as correct. 

6. The Third Wave: A social experiment which showed that fascism can be established anywhere and at any time.   

7. Information overload: People are deliberately overwhelmed with a lot of irrelevant information.  

8. Agenda camouflage: A tank is camouflaged by green paint and scrub. A political agenda camouflages itself with claimed 

incomprehensible complexity, intellectual labyrinths full of dead ends, huge webs of lies full of jumbled numbers. 

9. Divide and rule: A strategy of the "elite" to set people against each other, so that they do not unite and act in unity. Old against 

young, men against women, rich against poor.  

10. Order out of chaos: A new order can be enforced most easily when confusion, rather than stability, prevails. Those who want 

to bring about change must wait for a chaotic state, or cause it themselves.   

11. Predictive programming: A subtle form of psychological conditioning by the media to familiarize the public with planned 

societal changes envisioned by those in power.  

12. Emotional blackmail: Causing and exploiting feelings of guilt. "The mask protects life!", "Who does not wear a mask in protest, 

is a spree killer who wants to harm his fellow men", "Who does not put on a mask, is a murderer!", "Who does not get vaccinated, 

kills the grandmother", "Who does not submit to any paternalism and measure, is non-solidary".    

13. Fictional predictions of the future: "If we had not done this, many would have died", "Only because of the measures the 

virus was defeated". Assertions are presented as facts, inevitable development as personal success.   

14. Prolongation: Measures are artificially protracted in repeated small steps. First voluntary, then mandatory initially for 7 days, 

initially for 4 weeks, until the end of the year, probably until next year. When people have become accustomed, it is said: The 

measure will be maintained indefinitely. Then it will be the new normal. Critics are called "easing pushers, reckless exit strategists, 

threats to public welfare."  

15. Deny and advertise: This involves denying and advertising something at the same time. It is claimed that it is not happening, 

not real, then it is admitted but said to be great. "Nobody wants mandatory vaccination!" - "Mandatory vaccination would be good 

and very necessary". Denial keeps people safe, while what supposedly doesn't exist or is intended is portrayed as great (i.e., 

aspired to after all).  

16. Majority statistics: They falsify statistics in order to persuade people, for example, that most people want vaccination, although 

this is a lie. People let themselves be influenced by the (apparent) opinion of others and orient themselves to what the (apparent) 

majority wants and does. They use the Ash conformity principle to manipulate people. 

17. Scarcity: A lack of "vaccine" is feigned in order to appeal to the instinct to want something at all costs.   

18. Corona traffic light: After 9/11, they introduced a "terrorism traffic light" where, based on dubious intelligence sources, it was 

constantly changed from yellow to red because of an alleged permanent danger from invisible terrorists. It is the same instrument 

of population control as today where dubious "experts" claim that an invisible virus is a permanent danger. Control through fear 

without any real basis. 

19. Ruling class: "Rules for you, not for us" - politicians repeatedly wear no masks, fireworks only for them, so they gradually train 

people to accept that different rules apply to them than to the people. A "Hunger Games" society.  

20. 2+2=5 concept of George Orwell: "2+2 is not 4, it is not 5 either. True is whatever the government says is true and whoever 

questions that is insane". Yesterday masks did not help, today they are mandatory because they have always helped. This is not 

changing scientific knowledge, this is psychological conditioning under pretext so that people submit to new orders without question 

at any time and without further explanation.    

21. Rule breaking: The assertion the measures must be continued/reinforced, because allegedly not all kept to the rules. Thus 

the tyrants, transfer the responsibility for their restrictions to anonymous fellow human beings. 

 

Psychological Reactions Of The People: 
 

1. Denial: Not wanting to accept realities that expose one's own worldview as false.  

2. Learned helplessness: When people believe they have no control over what happens to them, they begin to think, feel, and 

act as if they are helpless, even when there is a way to change their situation. 

3. Stockholm Syndrome: This describes hostage or abuse victims who ally themselves with their captors or abusers, protect 

them, even help them. It is a survival mechanism in a predicament. Statistically much more common in women than in men, as 

they are able to survive in predicaments mainly by adapting.  

4. Cognitive dissonance: This describes a state in which desire and knowledge are in contradiction and knowledge is blocked 

out in order to satisfy desire. For example, if someone follows nonsensical rules out of blind obedience to government, even though 

they know they are nonsensical, they are in a state of cognitive dissonance. 

Conclusion: The "Covid pandemic" is a psychological hostage-taking under a constructed medical pretext to manipulate people 

into behaviors in order to achieve desired social changes (NWO). 



NWO Agenda In Detail 
 

A. New Normality: The system has no intention to abolish the "Corona Measures" again. They want to keep them forever, establish 

them as the "New Normal" and steadily expand them until they achieve their goals, mass vaccination and the Great Reset (NWO). 

In between they will briefly loosen and give false hope to release pent up anger from the social steam boiler, only to immediately 

tighten again. Lockdown, hardcore lockdown, permanent lockdown, mega-lockdown, etc. This is a gradual wrestling down into 

oppression until ultimately the will to resist is broken. Curfews are increasingly prolonged. Movement radii become more and more 

restricted. First 15miles, then 5miles, then 1mile. In the final stage, people are not allowed to leave their homes at all without special 

permission. Complete curfews, with supermarkets closed. Ban on speaking on public transport. Complete shutdown of public 

transport. Closure of all public bars. It will take increasingly extreme forms. They interrupt our communication. 

Online through censorship, in real life through movement radius and lockdowns. They want to imprison us in their perception 

bubble.  

B. Pandemic: A new order is most easily established out of chaos. People have matured politically, they can no longer be 

maneuvered into wars by ideologies and politics. That was tried with Syria/Ukraine/North Korea/Iran through targeted 

destabilization and failed. That is why a medical/scientific theme is now being attempted. The "CovID pandemic" is a globally 

coordinated con job. A pandemic never took place at any time. It is a purely theoretical fabrication, an illusion created by means of 

the manipulative application of the PCR procedure (CovID test), media reports with staged scenes or scenes taken out of context, 

purely fictitious computer models, manipulative graphics, falsified statistics, statements by corrupt or incompetent medical 

professionals and permanent psychological warfare by politicians, institutions and the media. In real life it is non-existent. Turn off 

TV/radio, put away the newspaper, ignore the politicians, and the pandemic is over. 

C. Hospital Collapse: Around the world, in the U.S., England, China, Brazil, France, Italy, and Germany, investigators have visited 

hospitals, which according to the media are overrun with Corona cases, and found them with empty rooms and nervous, camera-

shy hospital staff refusing to give any information. People were paid by the media to stand in line outside hospitals. Hospitals are 

empty, not overcrowded! Intensive care bed utilization in percent is increasing because capacity is being artificially reduced to 

generate higher numbers. Numerous hospitals, pharmacies, and funeral homes filed for bankruptcy in 2020.  

D. Virus: Death numbers in 2020 are in the normal range compared to previous years. There is no excess mortality because there 

is no new virus with higher death rate. The alleged novel SARS-CoV-2 virus cannot be isolated and does not meet Koch's 

postulates. "CovID-19" exists only in specious medical theory and the positive PCR test, but it does not detect viral infection. Some 

have the regular flu at the time of the positive test and therefore experience flu symptoms. Regular flu has been renamed CovID-

19, while the PCR test generates high numbers. In the media, the number of people testing positive for PCR is referred to as "new 

Corona/CovID cases" or "new infections."  

E. CovID PCR test: The PCR test is a scam that is beyond the understanding of the general population due to its complexity. 

Measures are justified by "case numbers." PCR tests that produce case numbers do not distinguish between disease-causing virus 

and inactive fragments that have been in the body for weeks. The PCR test identifies a side mirror (RNA) and then deduces the 

presence of a car (virus) in a purely theoretical process. According to Kary Mullis, Nobel Prize winner in chemistry and inventor of 

the PCR method. A positive test does not mean that an intact virus was found. It does not tell whether someone was, is or will be 

sick. By increasing the number of cycles or magnifications, 35+ instead of recommended 25, the test is hypersensitive and gives 

over 97% false positives. Tests can be considered positive even if the specific target sequence of the CovID 19 virus test is negative 

and only the more general target sequence is positive. This results in simple cold viruses, also triggering a false positive CovID 

test result. The test also gives "positive results" when used with papayas, goats, or cola. That's why case numbers are increasing 

while illness and death rates remain the same. "CovID" will never go away if this test continues to be used. That is exactly the plan. 

A perpetual pandemic for the purpose of population control. If the (PCR test) numbers go down, that leads to prolonging the 

measures because they supposedly work! If the numbers rise, this leads to the intensification of the measures, because they are 

supposedly necessary! This allows a perpetual state of emergency and ever stronger restrictions. Once many people have been 

vaccinated, 25 cycles are done again instead of 35+, causing the "virus" (positive tests) to disappear and claiming it is because of 

vaccination. When the test swab is performed, the blood-brain barrier is irritated in the nasopharynx to violate and weaken this 

barrier against viruses and bacteria. In addition, the test is a DNA swab without informed consent to secretly increase government 

genome databases. 

F. Mutations: To massively escalate the scam, new "CovID waves" and "purely random and dangerous CovID mutations" are 

propagated. These will be the result of manipulative theoretical definition with no real or relevant basis. 

G. Vaccination: the CovID "vaccine" induces allergy to widespread regular influenza viruses, thereby enhancing their 

aggressiveness and lethality. Vaccines are time-delayed bioweapons that destroy natural immunity. Therefore explosive increase 

of cancer, leukemia, autoimmune diseases, especially in children. Sterility, diseases and deaths caused by vaccines have been 

systematically covered up for decades by pharmaceutical lobby and politics through lies, deception, bribery and statistical fraud. 

New DNA and mRNA vaccines lead to genetically modified humans (GMO) through biotechnological manipulation. Lower IQ, 

psychopathy, strong obedience to authority, massively reduced life expectancy due to higher susceptibility to disease, very high 

sterility rates especially among women. If people immediately became ill or died when vaccinated, others would refuse vaccination. 

Some people are hypersensitive, they react sensitively and collapse/die immediately instead of developing autoimmune diseases 

and cancer years later. It is not the problem they propagate that brings about population reduction, it is the solution they propagate! 

H. Vaccination centers: A parallel, NWO-controlled, medical infrastructure to exclude family doctors from the diagnostic process 

and thus to deliberately increase the rate of vaccine damage due to missing individual diagnoses.  

I. Mouth-nose protection (muzzle): Mask fabric is viral permeable. They are used by doctors in the operating room only,  

to prevent bacteria in saliva from entering open wounds. The mask is their primary tool for  

psychological conditioning. They train us like Pavlovian dogs, train us like lab rats in a maze.  



Gradual trivialization and normalization. First called a virus mask, then a protective mask, then a face mask, then an everyday 

mask. In other words, it is to become a self-evident piece of everyday clothing, like a hat or gloves.  

The true purpose of the mask is:  

1. Initiation ritual. By conforming, one gives up the old identity and adopts a new one. According to studies, when people go through 

an unpleasant initiation to become a member of a group, their sympathy for the group increases. This is found in gangs, the military, 

and more recently in civil society. 

2. People are portrayed as dangerous virus carriers, information exchange is inhibited and greatly reduced. 

3. Subjugation. People are psychologically broken by following obviously nonsensical rules. 

4. Body, immune system and psyche are weakened by reduction of oxygen, CO2 rebreathing and permanent stress. 

5. Blackmail. Either accept tracking, forced vaccination, vaccination certificate, travel restriction or the mask stays on!  

6. Avoidance. People who realize the nonsense of the mask cannot bear to put it on and therefore avoid purchases, which in turn 

has a negative impact on the local economy. 

With the mask obligation stands and falls their house of lies. They will voluntarily never abolish it and will defend it with all means 

against questioning and abolition. They will try to expand it so that the mask must be worn everywhere outside at all times and 

even in private homes. Without mask, no illusion of danger from a virus, consequently no dictatorship. Therefore, the mask 

requirement must be attacked to the maximum with all available legal and social-psychological tactics to achieve its final abolition. 

Sue dictatorship middlemen! Inform fellow men! Refuse the mask! Absolute resistance against this psychological hostage-taking 

based on lies!  

J. 1.5m distance (Social Distancing): The medical explanation models are excuses. The point is to condition the population to 

keep their distance to enable satellite/5G network assisted tracking with GPS of individuals once they have the microchip implanted. 

Close spacing creates jamming effects/interference. With 1.5m distance lines in the supermarket, they train us like lab rats in a 

cage, then implant us like animals with tracking chips and monitor us permanently. The "elite" see humans as farm animals and 

strive for absolute control over them.   

K. Lockdowns: According to the UN, 1.6 billion people are at risk of acute loss of livelihood due to lockdowns, and 150 million 

children are at risk of acute poverty. Highs in unemployment, bankruptcies and psychological problems. 

Economic Warfare: The "Great Reset" is being initiated to transfer wealth and power to global corporations and the financial elite. 

Destruction of the middle class, small businesses and the self-employed. Massive increase in national debt.  

Basic income from the state. Dependence in return for absolute obedience and submission to state propaganda.  

L. Abolition of cash: Digitization of money. Scientifically false claim that viruses are transmitted by bills. Emotional manipulation: 

"Please support our cashiers". Gradual abolition,  

Cash->credit card->smartphone->smartwatch->electronic tattoo->implanted RFID chip in hand->neurolink. 

M. Food control: Shutting down/ruining food companies under CovID pretext. Sabotage of supply chains. Placing supplies under 

federal control. Handing out only to vaccinated (later only to chipped).  

N. System Relevance: A technocratic-eugenic concept that divides people into classes of different value and prepares them in 

the final stage for targeted euthanasia similar to AktionT4 (Nazi program), the extermination of the life-unworthy. It is a scientification 

of evil to gain wide acceptance for population reduction measures.   

O. Microchip: An implanted microchip for permanent monitoring and total bio-chemical manipulation (including triggering disease 

and death) by means of frequencies. Thousands of Swedes have already been implanted with microchips. Sparda Bank Berlin 

advertises chip implant. First voluntarily, then coercion. Step by step, by means of lies, deception and slow change of law.  

P. Censorship: "Only lies need the support of state power; truth is always serene" - Thomas Jefferson. If propaganda based on 

lies were sufficient, there would be no censorship in dictatorships. The Internet is massively censored, thousands(!) of profiles, 

channels and accounts of scientists, doctors, journalists, activists are deleted or shadow-banned. Channels that uncritically 

propagate the system's opinion reach very high audience numbers. This anti-democratic system invented the war-psychological 

term of "fake news" to install itself as the authority of truth and to slander its critics. Youtube, Twitter, Facebook, and Google 

systematically censor information about CovID. Amazon censors hundreds of books (digital book burning). The state approvingly 

accepts these processes, even covertly promotes them. It is a global opinion cartel which prevents any questioning of the Corona 

pandemic hoax. In Europe, people have fought for centuries to defend free speech. The system must therefore proceed by means 

of fraudulent deception in order to abolish it. Terms like "optimizing the search algorithm" and "fact checking", are euphemisms for 

radical censorship. They want absolute interpretive sovereignty. They cannot survive in the competition of arguments, because 

their propaganda is based on lies. They are not concerned with scientific truth, but with a seizure of power by means of a pretext 

that only appears scientific. The building of lies may not be technically competently questioned, however, because otherwise it 

collapses. That is why critics of the system are now called a case for the psychologist. Psychiatry is instrumentalized in order to 

ultimately forcibly incarcerate the opposition of the system. Lawyers and doctors have already been arrested and committed to 

psychiatric wards in the course of the CovID hoax. This is how the system tests how the population reacts.  

Q. Media: Behind the private media works the transatlantic network (Council on Foreign Relations, National Security Council, 

NATO). Big-Tech are monopolies created by black funding and coordinated censorship of information. Wikipedia is systematically 

manipulated by anonymous administrators and network-like groupings with very few highly active users. Allegedly, every second 

celebrity is "infected" with CovID. A frequency that is statistically impossible. These individuals are lying. The same ones will also 

claim to be vaccinated, although they will not do it, or only with trick needles or saline in front of the cameras. A principle of war 

propaganda is: "Respected cultural figures and scientists support our cause". 

R. "Experts": The reason there is so much disagreement among reputable experts is not because issues like 

climate/asylum/pandemic are so endlessly complex, but because some are sincerely seeking the truth and best solution and others 

are pursuing the NWO agenda and deliberately lying and deceiving to push it through. The latter are the "experts" which you see 

on TV, while the others are ignored and/or their reputation is damaged. They are not scientists, they are collaborators who are 

paid, blackmailed, or threatened. 



S. Courts: The courts judge that an abstract (theoretical) danger is sufficient to suspend the basic laws. Thus, an illusion of danger 

from an alleged pandemic, based purely on theoretical models and testing procedures, is sufficient to suspend human rights. Thus, 

the deception is legally legitimized.  

T. State organs: It would be their task to recognize a fraud and to stop it. The majority of the state helps to carry out the fraud, 

increasingly with violence. They coerce citizens with the useless muzzling, drag refuseniks out of trains, buses and markets, beat 

up demonstrators, put lawyers in psychiatric hospitals, ban demonstrations, tighten laws and will also intern quarantine refuseniks 

in quarantine camps. New police laws are becoming increasingly totalitarian, allowing police preventive detention, online searches 

and use of hand grenades! These are dictatorial powers. The excuses are the same in every dictatorship. Admitting to being duped 

and used as an accessory to a serious crime by con artists at the highest levels of government would require backbone and 

character. Which, so far, is openly demonstrated by only a shockingly small minority. Career, pension entitlement, social prestige, 

the reasons for immoral obedience are well known but unacceptable. There are also soft forms of resistance. Service by the book, 

looking the other way, and anonymous publication of internal information. That would be the least to be expected from a moral 

person. 

U. Army: Gradual first object protection, administrative assistance at checkpoints/immigration centers, patrols, then total 

mobilization, deportation of the opposition, suppression of uprisings. Each stage under pretext ("Just to help.") until ultimately 

neighbors are taken out of homes and taken to vaccination centers or "quarantine camps" for forced vaccination.  

V. Metaphysical Laws: If they are cold-blooded psychopaths, why only the illusion of a virus and not a real one (bioweapon)? The 

"elites" are occultists (Satanists) whose actions are constrained by metaphysical laws. They avoid violating free will directly. Third 

Newton's law (action-reaction), in the East it is called karma, the popular wisdom is: What goes around, comes around. An 

exception to this law allows for people to be deceived / tested, on the condition that the deception remains recognizable. That is 

why they build into their deceptions, tricks, logical errors and ironic elements. Politicians get vaccinated with trick needles, 

vaccination is only simulated, vaccinators answer evasively when asked if they get vaccinated. First lockdown Germany on 

23.3.2020. On 23.3.1933 the enabling laws of the Nazis were passed. Veterinarian(!) Prof. Lothar Wieler of the RKI (German 

version of the CDC) is appointed as expert for the human pandemic. Prof. Christian Drosten. The 'Christian' (religious orientation) 

Dr. Osten (Dr. “East” in German language) is the test developer for the virus from atheistic (communist) China in the East. The 

address of "CovID vaccine manufacturer BioNTech SE is 'An der Goldgrube 12' (At the Goldmine 12). There are dozens of such 

hints. They are like the warning colors of poisonous plants or animals. With each additional hint, they give the chance to recognize 

the trickster, thus asking for permission to continue. If you let them, they will be even more brazen the next time. Jean-Claude 

Juncker (Chief of the European Union: "We decide something, then put it in the room and wait some time to see if something 

happens. If there is then no big complaining and no uprisings, because most do not understand at all what was decided there, then 

we continue." The NWO goal is openly admitted by the "elite" in their publications. Criminals are often arrogant narcissists out of 

touch with reality who brag about their crimes and mock investigators. In addition, there are the metaphysical laws according to 

which the "elite" are obliged to make their plans public in order to avoid the karmic consequences of their crimes. One of these 

titles is: "CovID-19: Der Grosse Umbruch" (The Great Reset) by Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum and model 

for every megalomaniac James Bond super villain. Fiction imitates life. There are dozens of such titles in which the "elite" openly 

announce a NWO. These people are not theorizing amateurs, not harmless daydreamers, they are organized, financially strong, 

powerful, serious criminal psychopaths. Those who do not take their proclamations of intent seriously do so at their own peril. 

W. Deceptions: CovID-19 was not the first and not the last deception. If you understand how this one works in principle, you 

understand all the others. The "elite" acts in a very formulaic way and usually changes its proven procedure only slightly. The NWO 

globally carries out a high number (hundreds) and great variety of deceptions on the smallest and largest scale. From staged 

school shootings, traffic accidents ("car crashes into crowd"), plane crashes, terrorist attacks, the concept of "man-made" climate 

change, to a staged global pandemic. It's elusive and seems like pure fiction, but it's fact. It is just a matter of getting used to 

thinking in larger scales and global contexts. This is done to transform civilization into the NWO by means of the "problem-reaction-

solution" method. Event by event, the fallacy based on deception is becoming the new reality. As in the USA, they will try to use 

the pandemic illusion in Germany to switch to absentee voting, and then carry out massive election fraud to keep the NWO 

collaborators in power in the government. They will continue to cause crises, or create the illusion of crises. Another wave of asylum 

seeker, major blackout (EMP), cyber-attack (scapegoat Russia/Iran), weather chaos (alleged climate change), new "even more 

deadly pandemics" and so on. 

X. Population reduction: The "elite" wants to reduce humanity as it becomes expendable in the wake of the 4th industrial 

revolution. In the words of "Prince" Phillip, "If I am reborn, I want to return as a deadly virus to contribute something to the solution 

of overpopulation." They are psychopaths with absolute contempt for humanity who block scientific innovation while spreading 

lying propaganda about climate, population, and carrying capacity of the planet.   

Conclusion: Due to the scope and complexity of this agenda, the details still need clarification, but in the grand scheme of things, 

the "CovID pandemic" is without a doubt a scam executed with deliberate malicious intent as a means to seize global power and 

weaken and decimate humanity using, among other things, "vaccine" bioweapons. Ultimately, everyone must listen to their heart 

and walk the path to truth themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Who Is Behind All This And Why? 
 

"Truth is like a lion, you only have to let it loose and it will defend itself." - St. Augustine 

 

"Conspiracy theory", with this psychologically powerful word, conspiratorial systems of injustice defend themselves against their 

questioning and exposure, manipulating for their own benefit the ignorant and the simple-minded gullible. Fact is, small and large 

conspiracies are constant sociological and political reality: Reichstag fire, assault on the Gleiwitz radio station (Since 5:45 a.m. 

they are now firing back – Begin of World War 2), GDR wall construction (Nobody intends to build a wall – Begin of the Berlin Wall), 

Watergate affair, Gulf of Tonkin incident (Begin of Vietnam War), Tian'anmen massacre, NATO army Gladio, alleged weapons of 

mass destruction in Iraq (which were never found) whereupon hundreds of thousands of Iraqi civilians died as a result of the 

invasion. Corrupt "elites" within governments deliberately lie, deceive, and conspire. Some such conspiracies create wars with 

countless deaths. According to U.S. researchers, governments are directly responsible for at least 260 million deaths in the 20th 

century. Democide, murder by government, happened, is happening, and will happen again. It is also possible again in Germany. 

World War III has already begun. It is a silent, frontless information war with silent weapons between the global population and a 

technocratic eugenics "elite" consisting of a multi-ethnic, international grouping of politicians (Democrats, UN, EU, CCP), scientists 

(WHO), computer scientists (big-tech Silicon Valley), industrialists (Bilderberger), high finance (World Bank, IMF, WWF) and 

thousands of collaborators at decision-making levels in the media, politics (federal to local), judiciary, military/police, pharmaceutical 

industry and business. In scope and organization, it is comparable to the Manhattan Project in which 150,000 people were involved 

and whose existence was completely unknown to the public. This is possible because of hierarchical departmentalization, division 

formation, nondisclosure agreements, surveillance, bribery, threats, extortion, and liquidation. It is a transnational company with 

offshoots in all geopolitically relevant countries (franchise). It is also called the Deep State or NWO (New World Order). The stated 

goal is total surveillance, control and ultimately massive population reduction, according to Georgia Guidestones to 500 million, 

according to internal documents to small elite circles of a few thousand. This war is being waged via institutional infiltration, control 

of digital infrastructure, psychological warfare through the media, use of debilitating bio/chemical weapons (fluoride, GMO, 

glyphosate, sugar, plasticizers, chemtrails) in the food cycle, and EMF frequency weapon systems (5G, SMART products, I-

Phones). This is not a subjective pattern in chaos, not conspiracy paranoia, not negligence, not coincidence, not accident, not 

incompetence, not lack of intelligence, not blind political actionism, it is a deliberate agenda with the goal of establishing the New 

World Order (NWO). There are no tanks rolling, no soldiers shooting (yet), it is a gradual political, economic and media assimilation 

process using scientific methodology. Many believe that a small "elite" could not manipulate billions. Since billions walk around 

largely uncritical with masks the opposite is obviously proven for everyone. Worldwide conspiracy sounds impossible, but in fact it 

is not difficult, because civilization is structured hierarchically (pyramidal). Every organization is a pyramid in which one or a few, 

dictate to many people. A small "elite" can manipulate therefore billions by means of on the decision levels simultaneously 

implemented defaults in thinking and thus acting. "We can forgive children for being afraid of the dark. It becomes a real tragedy 

when they are afraid of daylight as adults." - Plato. Time to face the facts. There is no pandemic taking place, at no point was it 

about health. This is not an act of forced assistance it is a hostage taking by means of psychological terror. The people who are 

participating in this are suffering from Stockholm syndrome. Biden, Harris, Fauci, Cuomo, etc. are not benefactors who only want 

the best for the people, they are pathologically lying psychopaths who are part of a global network in governments and institutions 

(NWO). By themselves these criminals will never return to normality, we have to end it ourselves. They are establishing a 

DICTATORSHIP by means of FRAUD. Time to say NO! IT'S ENOUGH! STOP THE MADNESS! While it is still possible to end it. 

Time is running out.  

 

RESISTANCE 
 

The system seems overpowering; in truth, this sudden rabid mania for control and censorship is the last rebellion of an ending 

system whose power is based solely on lies. When the lies are understood, its power ends. Knowledge is the key because it helps 

us see through the deception and expand our understanding. Through knowledge, the agenda of the "elite" is exposed and we 

develop new insights and skills that enable us to effectively counter this hostile agenda. We cannot force the system to tell  the 

truth. But we can make it lie more and more brazenly. Knowledge is power. The more accurately the population is informed about 

the agenda, the more difficult it will be for the system to navigate until their house of lies ultimately collapses under the weight of 

all its ever more obviously constructed excuses. The darker the night, the further a light shines. Small actions can have big effects. 

The "elite" know that the individual has power. That's why they try so hard to constantly convince us otherwise. 

The truth is that synchronicity, butterfly effect, small world phenomenon, hundredth monkey principle, tipping point, noosphere and 

other sociological and higher physical phenomena bring people together, despite distance, class, age and other divisive conditions 

and so the course of the world is changed. According to a Harvard University study, an active resistance of 3.5% of the population 

is enough to bring about a change in the political system. Historically, major changes have always been brought about by a small 

minority. Any further small crack in the dam of tyrants will eventually cause it to break. It is important to inform others. In private 

conversations, on Internet platforms, in forums, or anonymously via flyers. Put dictatorship under stress to destabilize it and 

demotivate accomplices. Sue governments, corporations, and block watchers (for discrimination, coercion, defamation, violation 

of basic law, violation of human rights). If the NWO power grab succeeds, people's freedom will be blown out like a candle forever. 

There will not be another attempt. This time it is global, there are no more free countries to relocate to. The bridges behind us have 

been burned and there is no turning back for the "elite" either, they have crossed the Rubicon. Conflict is inevitable. Failure is not 

an option. Be brave and good luck! 


